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Abstract
The Kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm is a universal method to simulate
the evolution of systems governed by a master equation. However,
this approach is severely limited by the kinetic trapping of the simu-
lated trajectories in low energy basins. To alleviate this issue, non-local
transitions escaping the trapping basins are performed based on a fac-
torisation of the transition matrix associated with the master equation.
Whenever trapping becomes severe, the simulation repeatedly visits a
limited number of basins and performs the same factorisations many
times. In this report, we present two methods aiming at further im-
proving the efficiency of the factorised Kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm.
The first method consists of storing and recycling the transition matrix
factorisations, while the second method constructs on-the-fly a graph
connecting the factorised transition matrices. The efficiency of these
methods is demonstrated on simulations of cluster migration in an
iron-based alloy.



Sammanfattning
Kinetisk Monte Carlo är en universell metod för att simulera utveck-
lingen hos system som styrs av en master-ekvation. Metoden begrän-
sas dock kraftigt av att de simulerade banorna fångas i potentialgro-
par. För att mildra problemet utförs icke-lokala övergångar som base-
ras på faktorisering av övergångsmatrisen för master-ekvationen. Des-
sa övergångar undviker potentialgroparna. Närhelst infångandet blir
för besvärligt besöks ett begränsat antal gropar och samma faktorise-
ring utförs många gånger. I detta examensarbete presenteras två me-
toder som syftar till att ytterligare öka effektiviteten hos algoritmen
Kinetisk Monte Carlo. Den första metoden består i att lagra och återan-
vända faktoriseringarna av övergångsmatrisen medan den andra meto-
den konstruerar en graf i flykten som sammanbinder de faktoriserade
övergångsmatriserna. Effektiviteten hos metoderna demonstreras ge-
nom simuleringar av klustermigration hos en järnbaserad legering.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Objectives

The pressurised vessel steels of nuclear reactors are subject to irradia-
tion which creates numerous point defects like vacancies and intersti-
tial atoms. Over time, these defects migrate, recombine or aggregate
with minor alloying elements to form small clusters. This affects neg-
atively the mechanical properties of the vessel steel and may lead to
a ductile to fragile transition. In addition to EDF’s monitoring pro-
gram, a simulation project aiming at numerically modelling the age-
ing behaviour of the steels was created by, amongst others, EDF R&D
and CEA. The goal of this program is to develop and link the vari-
ous multi-scale modeling methods that would allow investigating the
physical properties of the materials from the atomic scale to the com-
ponent scale. The work presented here falls within this framework.
The goal of the internship was to improve the efficiency of the Kinetic
Monte Carlo (KMC) method used to simulate microstructural evolu-
tion in model alloys. A steel alloy is an iron based alloy whose com-
mon minor alloying elements are Ni, C, Mn, Cu or P. The KMC tech-
nique is based on an atomic scale model and explicitly simulate the
evolution over time of all atoms and defects on a rigid lattice. In appli-
cations to nuclear materials, the technique allows us to follow irradia-
tion defects, to monitor their recombination over time and to simulate
the formation of clusters of solute atoms as observed experimentally
in model alloys like irradiated FeCuNiMnSiP and vessel steels.
However, the efficiency of the KMC method is drastically reduced
whenever the transition matrix which describes the evolution of the

v
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system exhibits a wide spectrum. In this situation, the system transi-
tions a huge number of times between few configurations separated
by small energy barrier. These connected configurations form trap-
ping basins from which the average escape time is much larger than
the characteristic time for crossing the small barriers inside the basins.
This issue is recurrent with the Kinetic Monte Carlo method. In our
study, the trapping will be caused by the formation of dynamically sta-
ble clusters of Manganese substitutional atoms and vacancies. These
clusters migrate slowly without dissociating owing to numerous atomic
rearrangements.
An exact approach from the work of Athènes and Bulatov (2014) based
on the sampling of the kinetic paths escaping from the trapping basins
improves greatly the efficiency of the simulations by avoiding simu-
lating the intra basin transitions sequences.
However, the speed-up permitted by the path sampling approach is
not sufficient in many applications. For instance, the approach does
not allow simulating the migration of complex clusters in long dis-
tances.
In this report we extend the path factorisation approach and consider
the construction of a dictionary to be used in the factorised KMC algo-
rithm. The new algorithmic development that have been made in the
internship correspond to Algorithm 3 and 4 below. Algorithm 2 has
been programmed from scratch in the EDF code.

• Algorithm 1 corresponds to the standard Kinetic Monte Carlo
(KMC) (Voter 2007) algorithm in which at each cycle, a single
vacancy transitions to one of its nearest neighbour sites, i.e. ex-
changes with a nearest neighbour atom. It will be described more
precisely in chapter 2.

• Algorithm 2 corresponds to the kinetic path sampling approach.
It- uses path factorisation to solve the trapping issue that occurs
in Fe-Cu and Fe-Mn alloys. With this algorithm denoted by F-
KMC and described in chapter 3, the vacancy makes a non-local
transition and escapes the trapping basin. The physical time is
increased by a mean first passage time. It corresponds to the time
elapsed in average after performing the many local transitions
prior to escaping the trapping basin.

• Algorithm 3 implements a dictionary based on hash tables to
store previous information about cluster shapes and factorisa-
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tion. The goal is to retrieve the stored information when needed
so as to speed up the calculation and save computational re-
sources. The symmetry of the lattice is possibly taken into ac-
count in order to reduce storage space. This algorithm is denoted
by FD-KMC and is described in chapters 4 and 5.

• Algorithm 4 creates a graph during the simulation. The nodes of
the graph correspond to the cluster keys that have been added
to the dictionary. The edges of the graph correspond to the pre-
viously encountered non-local transitions. The goal is to save
computational resources by making transitions from one cluster
shape to another in the graph without recalculating the cluster
key. This algorithm is denoted by FDG-KMC and is described in
chapter 6.

We finally compare the efficiency of the four algorithm in chapter 7
and conclude in chapter 8.

1.2 Definitions

We consider a ferritic alloy with Mn as a single minor alloying ele-
ment. The crystallographic structure is body centered cubic. Each
site possesses 8 first-nearest neighbours (1NN). Given the coordinates
(nx, ny, nz)

T of a site, the 1NN sites are obtained by translation through
vectors :1
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The box has periodic boundary conditions which means that if the box
has sizes L1 ∗ L2 ∗ L3 then the site with coordinates (L1, L2, L3) has the
site with coordinates (1, 1, 1) as a 1NN.
A vacancy corresponds to an unoccupied site on the lattice.
A cluster corresponds to a set of connected impurities and vacancies.
A set of impurity atoms and vacancies forms a single cluster if this set
is a connected set. The connectedness property of a set S is defined as
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follows:
For U1, U2 ∈ S, ∃X1, ..., Xn ∈ S so that U1 is a 1NN of X1, U2 is a 1NN

of Xn and Xi is a 1NN of Xi+1.

A site belongs to the cluster if it is occupied by one of the cluster’s
atoms.
The absorbing zone contains non cluster sites that are 1NN of a site
of the cluster. More formally, we denote the set containing the cluster
sites by C, the set containing the sites of the absorbing zone by A . Set
A+ is defined as follows:
X ∈ A+ ⇔ ∃U ∈ C so that X is a 1NN of U

The absorbing zone A is then equal to A+\C. It is composed of all the
1NN of the cluster Fe atoms.
A cluster site that possesses a Fe atom in its first nearest neighbour-
hood belongs to the external shell. The remaining part of the cluster
sites belong to the internal core.
An alloy configuration corresponds to an arrangement of the atoms
and vacancies on the rigid lattice.
A cluster shape is defined by the position of its sites on the rigid lattice.
A cluster configuration corresponds to the position of the vacancy in-
side of the cluster. Many cluster configurations correspond to a single
cluster shape. For instance, for a cluster of size nwith nv vacancies and
n−nv impurity atoms, there are

(
n
nv

)
configurations for a single shape.

1.3 Existing work

Trapping basins are a common issue in KMC simulations. Path factori-
sation is one of the method used to solve it. In another approach (Puchala,
Falk, and Garikipati 2010), trapping is detected using an energy basin
finding algorithm.
The idea of using previous computation is not new. It has already been
implemented for KMC simulations by associating a key to a state (Ma-
son, Hudson, and Sutton 2005; Kara et al. 2009; Nandipati et al. 2016;
Nandipati et al. 2012; Nandipati et al. 2009; Shah et al. 2012; Trushin
et al. 2005). In this way, the transitions rates from the current state
are already known which avoids costly computations. However, these
investigations did not implement path factorisation nor a recognition
procedure for detecting trapping.
In the work of El-Mellouhi, Mousseau, and Lewis (2008), graph recog-
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nition is used to detect previously encountered structures. These au-
thors resort to NAUTY to build the equivalence class of the graphs
to know whether two structures are equivalent (McKay and Piperno
2014). This tool could have been used in our work. However, NAUTY
is too powerful a tool for the use we want to make of it. Indeed,
NAUTY would work with any kind of cluster structure in a multi-
dimensional real space. As a result the time it takes to compute the
class is too long. Hence, it is preferable to develop an approach that is
dedicated to the investigated model, by taking advantage of the rigid
lattice assumption.



Chapter 2

Kinetic Monte Carlo Algorithm

The system represented by our simulation is governed by a Master
Equation (ME) as defined by Wales (2009)

.

P = MP (2.1)

where P is the evolution operator and M the transition rate matrix.
The evolution operator, obtained formally from solutions of the ME,
can be expressed as an exponential of the time-independent transition
rate matrix

P(t, t+ τ) = exp

(∫ t+τ

t

Mds

)
= exp (τM) , (2.2)

where Pβγ(t, t+τ) is the probability to find the system in state γ at t+τ

given that it was in state β at time t, Mβγ is the rate of transitions from
state β to state γ (off-diagonal elements only) and the standard con-
vention is used to define the diagonal elements as Mββ = −

∑
β 6=νMβν .

As defined, the evolution operator belongs to the class of stochastic
matrices such that

∑
ν Pβν = 1 and Pβγ ≥ 0 for any β, γ, t and τ . If

known, the evolution operator can be used to sample transitions be-
tween any two states and over arbitrary time intervals τ . Consider the
linearized evolution operator

P(0)(t, t+ τ) = I + τM, (2.3)

where I = P(0)(t, t) is the identity matrix. Assuming that τ ≤ min {−(Mββ)−1 : ∀β},
P(0) is a proper stochastic matrix that can be used to generate stochas-
tic sequences of states from the ensemble of paths defined by matrix

x
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M. The diagonal elements of P(0) define the probabilities of round-trip
transitions after which the system remains in the same state. To correct
for the linearisation of the evolution operator in (2.3), the time elapsed
before any transition takes place is regarded as a stochastic variable
and sampled from an exponential distribution t → τ exp(−t/τ) (Sere-
brinsky 2011). This simple time randomization obviates the need for
exponentiating the transition rate matrix in (2.2).

Transition rates Any transition from a given state to another state
involves the exchange of a vacancy to one of its 1NN atoms. Vacancies
represent the sole mobile species in the present simulation model.
Transitions rates depend on the the difference between saddle point
energy and the energy of the starting state.
The activation energy of a transition is defined as follows:

Ea = Ea0 +
Ef − Ei

2
(2.4)

with Ef and Ei the energies of final and starting states and Ea0 an
energy that depends on the species which the vacancy will exchange
with. Let Sx denote the chemical nature of the atom occupying site x.
In our model, the energy of a state is :

Es =
∑

∀ sites(x,y)x 6=y

1

2
v(x, y) (2.5)

where v(x, y) is the interaction energy between the atoms occupying
sites x and y defined by:

v(x, y) =


v1SxSy

if x and y are 1NN,
v2SxSy

if x and y are 2NN,
0 otherwise.

(2.6)

The analytical expression of the transition rate is:

λ = νe
− Ea

kBT (2.7)
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Then to choose between eventsE1, ..., En with transitions rates λ1, ..., λn,
we define the cumulative probabilities Sk by :

Sk =

∑k
i=1 λi∑n
i=1 λi

(2.8)

fro k ∈ [[1, n]] and S0 = 0. Note that we have Sn = 1.
A random number R is drawn from the uniform distribution U(0, 1).
The index k of the selected event satisfies

Sk−1 6 R 6 Sk (2.9)

With this rule, we check that

P(Event chosen is Ek) = Sk − Sk−1 =
λk∑n
i=1 λi

(2.10)



Chapter 3

Path factorisation

We present in this chapter the path factorisation method that is used
to alleviate the trapping issue. The goal of this method is to generate a
single transition that subsumes all the effective local transitions done
by the vacancy in the basin. Here, Wales’s formulation of path factori-
sation is adopted for its clarity (Wales 2009).
In some alloys, trapping basins can arise from the presence of both
high and low saddle points energies causing the simulation to repeat-
edly visit the states connected by low saddle point energies. Since
the transitions in those basins have high frequencies, a standard KMC
simulation will not proceed efficiently in terms of physical time. As
observed on figure 3.1, the low energy basins will trap the vacancy.
Path factorisation aims at alleviating this issue (Athènes and Bulatov
2014).
Following Ref. (Athènes and Bulatov 2014), we consider a bi-directional

connectivity graph defined by P(0) in which N states in the trapping
basin are numbered in order of their elimination, E = {1, 2, ..., N}. An
iterative path factorization procedure then constructs a set of stochas-
tic matrices {P(n)}0≤n≤N such that, after the n-th iteration, all states
γ ≤ n are eliminated in the sense that the probability of a transition
from any state β to state γ ≤ n is zero. Specifically, at n-step of factor-
ization the transition probability P

(n)
βγ (γ > n, ∀β) is computed as the

sum of the probability of a direct transition P (n−1)
βγ and the probabilities

of all possible indirect paths involving round-trips in n after having
initially transitioned from β to n and before finally transitioning from
n to γ, e.g. β → γ, β → n→ γ, β → n→ n→ γ, β → n→ n→ n→ γ,
and so on. With the round-trip probability being P

(n−1)
nn , it is a sim-

xiii
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Figure 3.1: Energy surface of the saddle points

ple matter to sum the geometric series corresponding to the round-
trip paths. Although any intermediate P(n) can be used to generate
stochastic escapes from any state α ∈ E, a trajectory generated using
P(N) is the simplest containing a single transition from α that effec-
tively subsumes all possible transitions involving the deleted states in
the trapping basin E. Here, we describe the iterative procedure aim-
ing at constructing the set of stochastic matrices

{
P(n)

}
0≤n≤N . Let us

define two matrices U and L whose entries are initially set to zero. At
the nth iteration, the nth row of U and the nth column of L are filled
by setting Unγ = P

(n−1)
nγ − Inγ and Lβn = −P (n−1)

βn /Unn, where the pivot
entry Unn = P

(n−1)
nn − 1 is the negative of the escape probability from

state n and P (n−1)
nn is the probability of a round-trip from the same state.

Given stochastic matrix P(n−1), the probability of an indirect transition
from β to γ > n via n is

P
(n−1)
βn

+∞∑
f=0

[
P (n−1)
nn

]f
P (n−1)
nγ = LβnUnγ, (3.1)
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where the sum accounts for the probabilities of all possible round-trips
from n. Since P (n−1)

βγ = 0 for γ ≤ n − 1, matrix U remains upper tri-
angular after the nth row addition and the equality LβnUnγ = −P (n−1)

βγ

remains satisfied for γ ≤ n. The nth iteration is completed by con-
structing P(n) as follows:

P
(n)
βγ = P

(n−1)
βγ + LβnUnγ, (3.2)

where P (n)
βγ = 0 for γ ≤ n, as required. This property holds by induc-

tion on n up to n = N . After adding LβnUnγ in (3.2), the probabilities
of transitions from β to γ (γ > n) subsume the cancelled probability of
all possible transitions from β to n. This ensures that the transformed
matrices P(n) remain stochastic.

To facilitate the computer programmation of the randomization
procedure, it is instructive to establish the connection between the path
factorization (3.2) and the Gauss-Jordan elimination method on matrix
τM. Summing P (ν)

βγ −P
(ν−1)
βγ = LβνUνγ from ν = β to ν = n when β ≤ n

or from ν = n+ 1 to ν = β − 1 when n < β − 1 yields the relation

P
(n)
βγ = P

(β−1)
βγ +

∑
ν≥β, ν≤n

LβνUνγ −
∑

ν>n, ν<β

LβνUνγ.

Let L be the lower triangular matrix defined by Lβγ = −Lβγ for β > γ

and Lβγ = Iβγ otherwise. Let also denote the upper triangular ma-
trix L + L by −U#. Then substituting Iβγ +

∑
ν IβνUνγ for P (β−1)

βγ and
identifying yields the equivalent relation (ν ≥ 1)

P
(n)
βγ = Iβγ −

∑
ν≤n

U#
βνUνγ +

∑
ν>n

LβνUνγ. (3.3)

Choosing n > max(β, γ) in Eq. (3.3) entails P (n)
βγ = 0 and (U#U)βγ =

Iβγ , while setting n = 0 yields LU = P(0) − I = τM. Factorizations of
I and τM = P(0) − I result from transformations above and below the
eliminated pivot, respectively. This corresponds to the Gauss-Jordan
pivot elimination method. A transition from state β to state γ is se-
lected with probability P (N)

βγ . The mean first-passage time is evaluated
following the procedure described in Wales (2009)’s work and added
to the physical time variable.



Chapter 4

Key generation

In algorithm 3 and 4, a dictionary of cluster data is built during the
KMC simulation. Its goal is to avoid performing the same computa-
tions many times. For each cluster shape, some of the information that
has been generated by the computation will be stored in the dictio-
nary. The space of possible cluster shapes being very large, usual or-
dered lists cannot be used to store the information. Fortunately, hash
tables are an appropriate tool for handling this task. Hash tables are
data structures which map keys to values. A hash function is used to
compute an index within an array. The data will then be stored along
with some keys that will be associated with the cluster shape. The
cluster dictionary is then used to retrieve the information stored for a
given cluster shape. We implemented a standard hash code written in
C and found online1. It is written in C. The uniqueness of the key is
also required in order to guarantee that the correct information will be
retrieved. If two different cluster shapes have the same key then only
one of the configurations will be stored and the exactness of the algo-
rithm will not be guaranteed.
To avoid these key collisions, there cannot be a loss of information
between the configuration and the key. Two shapes must return two
different keys. What defines the cluster shape is the position of ev-
ery site of the cluster and the probabilities of transitioning from one
atomic configuration to another.
We considered two different ways of generating the key.

1http://troydhanson.github.com/uthash/

xvi
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Key 1 A simple way of defining the key consists of listing the co-
ordinates of all the sites of the cluster and of the absorbing zone and
then appending the nature of their nearest neighbours. This defines
the shape completely. The positions are ordered both alphabetically
and numerically. This means that they are first numerically sorted by
X, then if their X coordinates are equal, they are numerically sorted by
Y and finally if both X and Y coordinates are equal they are numeri-
cally sorted by Z.
This way of proceeding generates keys that are long, which will limit
the number of keys and the overall amount of information that can be
stored. This is why redundant information should be removed from
the key as much as possible. An important property of clusters is that
in binary alloys, like Fe - Mn the one studied here, there are only three
possible species (Fe and Mn atoms and Vacancy). This means that the
sites of the absorbing zone which are the exit sites, are only occupied
by Fe atoms (Mn atoms and vacancies cannot be located on exit sites as
they would be part of the cluster). The coordinates of the sites of the
absorbing zone can be deduced from the positions of the cluster site
using the definition of the absorbing zone. Thus, the latter coordinates
are not needed in the key.
With a more precise splitting of the cluster it is possible to further re-
duce the size of the key. The external shell of the cluster will be the set
of sites of the cluster that are a 1NN of the absorbing zone, the internal
core contains the rest of the cluster. The 1NN sites of every site of the
internal core belong to the cluster, hence the information relative to
the internal core is not needed in the key. Besides their 2NN are either
part of the absorbing zone or of the cluster and are therefore defined
by the form of the cluster. The sites that are first nearest neighbours to
the external shell either belong to the cluster or to the absorbing zone.
Thus, the information relative to these sites is redundant in the key.
Finally, as there are only 3 species in the simulation, if we know the
local concentration of two species we know the local concentration of
the third. Since there is only one vacancy in the simulation, by count-
ing the number of Mn and cluster sites, we can therefore deduce the
number of Fe in the neighbourhood. To conclude, the key will list (i)
the sorted positions of the sites of the cluster, (ii) the number of cluster
sites that are 1NN of each cluster site and (iii) the number of cluster
sites and Mn atoms that 1NN of each site of the absorbing zone and
similarly for the number of 2NN sites. We illustrate the construction
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y

z

x

Figure 4.1: Typical cluster of size 2.

of the key on the cluster of size 2 displayed on figure 3.1. The two big
gray balls represents the two cluster sites (Mn atoms or vacancy) and
the small black balls represent the absorbing sites which are 2NN of
a cluster site. By convention, the origin is set to the minimum along
each axis. The positions of the cluster sites are then (0, 0, 0) and (1, 1, 1).
There are no Mn atoms near the cluster so the number of 2NN Mn
atoms is 0 for both.
Each absorbing site has by definition at least one cluster site as 1NN
(one in the present case). If the absorbing site is 2NN to a cluster site,
it will be represented by 11 and by 10 otherwise. Thus sorting the po-
sitions by the alphanumerical order previously defined the key is:
000 111 | 0 0 | 10 10 10 11 11 11 10 10 11 11 11 10 10 10 (the | are
delimiting each "section" of the key).
The key consists of three sections. The first section yields the list of the
coordinates of the cluster sites sorted by alphanumerical order. The
second section details the neighbourhood of the external shell sites :
the kth number of the second section corresponds to the number of
cluster sites that are 2NN of the kth cluster site. Finally the third sec-
tion details the neighbourhood of the absorbing zone: the kth element
of the third section corresponds to the number of cluster sites and Mn
atoms that are 1NN and 2NN of the kth absorbing zone site.

Key2 When dealing with big cluster size, storing every position of
the cluster site consumes considerable computational resources.
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We divide the complement of the external shell into K connected sets
Sk with k ∈ [[1, k]]. The connectedness definition is the same as the one
used for the definition of the cluster. The neighbourhood of every site
Uint of the internal core is exclusively constituted of sites of the cluster.
Each of the sets Sk contains either internal core sites exclusively or
none of them.
By knowing the coordinates of every site of the external shell, it is pos-
sible to deduce how many external shell sites there are in the first near-
est neighbourhood of each external shell site. Similarly, by knowing
the number of 1NN cluster sites of each external shell site, the number
of internal core element that are 1NN of each external site can easily
be obtained.
Assuming that the cluster is relatively small compared to the simula-
tion box, the internal core sites are "inside" the external shell. It is then
possible to know whether in each set Sk there is an internal site or not.
Therefore using the previous property, we deduce all of the cluster site
positions. These pieces of information are enough to entirely deter-
mine the cluster shape and will form the key.
To summarize, the key will be composed of the position of the exter-
nal layer, its 1NN and 2NN, and the 1NN and 2NN of the absorbing
zone, all these numbers ordered alphanumerically. This determines
the whole cluster entirely and characterizes the environment enough
to ensure the exactness of the stored data. Using the same cluster as
with Key1 the key would be:
000 111 | 10 10 | 10 10 10 11 11 11 10 10 11 11 11 10 10 10

Comparison LetA denote the set representing the absorbing zone, C
the set representing the cluster, E the set representing the external shell
and ‖.‖ the cardinal of a set.
The size of Key1 is 3 ∗ ‖C‖ + ‖E‖ + 2 ∗ ‖A‖ and the size of Key2 is
5 ∗ ‖E‖+ 2 ∗ ‖A‖.
The difference between the two is 4 ∗ ‖E‖ − 3 ∗ ‖C‖.
For small clusters,

‖E‖ ≈ ‖C‖ (4.1)

This means that this new key is bigger and therefore less efficient.
However for compact clusters with larger size, we have:

‖E‖ ∝ (‖C‖)ε with ε ≈ 2

3
(4.2)
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. In this case the key can be relatively smaller. Choosing between these
two possibilities depends on which of the two is the smallest. When
simulating large clusters, it is preferable to use the second key.

Transformations The amount of information stored in the dictionary
increases with the number of sampled cluster shapes. In this situation,
it becomes useful to reduce the amount of stored information by ex-
ploiting the lattice symmetries. Specifically, from one cluster shape,
several others can be generated by 90°rotations along axes ~X, ~Y , ~Z

and reflections through planes ( ~X, ~Y ), (~Y , ~Z), (~Z, ~X). All the shapes
obtained from a given cluster shape by applying one of these trans-
formations will be equivalent by permutation of the indexes. Besides,
when a new configuration is discovered, the number of keys that will
be added to the dictionary is all the distinct ones between the 48 keys
obtained by the transformations. This number is equal to 48 minus the
number of transformations that leave the cluster invariant.
The matrix of the permutation is only composed of 1 and −1. An ex-
ample is :  0 −1 0

0 0 1

−1 0 0


In order to generate the keys for all the other orientations, R(u) rather
than u (ux, uy, uz)

T is sorted. In the rotation example case,(−uy, uz,−ux)T
would be sorted, meaning that it would be by decreasing y first then
by increasing z and finally by decreasing x.
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Data usage

In algorithms 3 and 4, the computed keys and factorisations are stored
in a hash table for later use. When the simulated system is in a previ-
ously encountered state, the stored data must be retrieved in order to
generate the next state. To do so, the indexing of all the possible clus-
ter configurations must be unique, otherwise the stored information
cannot be correctly used.
When the vacancy is trapped inside a manganese cluster, there is no
atomic transport in the remaining part of the box and Mn atoms are
indistinguishable, therefore the alloy configuration is defined by the
position of the vacancy inside the cluster. Characterizing and index-
ing the corresponding cluster configurations is necessary. The cluster
is constructed using a depth-first search, i.e. the neighbourhood of the
last found Mn atom is explored next. Hence, cluster sites are indexed
in the order in which they are encountered. Then the index of a clus-
ter configuration is represented by the index of the vacancy position
in the cluster. Thus each configuration is now associated with an in-
dex. In this way, the evolution of the vacancy inside the cluster can be
represented by a transition matrix. Two matrices are stored in order to
generate the transitions:
- The element Rαβ of the first matrix corresponds to the probability of
the event The vacancy will make a transition from configuration α to config-
uration β and will escape from configuration β
- The element Sβγ of the second matrix corresponds to the probability
of the event The vacancy is at configuration β and will escape to neighbour
γ, given that it escapes the cluster this cycle.
The product R ∗ S is equal to P (N). By generating an escape state with

xxi
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Figure 5.1: Example of two clusters labelled differently

the first matrix and the escape destination with the second one, a full
escape jump is generated. The jump is defined by the site of the cluster
from which the escape is done and the site of the absorbing zone the
vacancy escapes to. In figure 5.2, the state the vacancy escapes from
corresponds to the blue ball and the site the vacancy escapes to is the
red ball.
When the indexing used for the factorisation associated with a clus-
ter does not match the indexing associated with a revisit of the same
cluster, the stored data cannot be used, which is problematic. This
will happen frequently as the whole indexing is defined by the initial
position of the vacancy in the cluster. A way of representing the con-
figuration with no consideration of the indexing is needed to solve this
problem.
During the key generation, we have used the alphanumerical sort to
list the positions of the cluster sites in a unique sorted order. A site of
the cluster is defined by its position in the alphanumerical sort. Thus,
the alphanumerical sort appropriately defines the reference indexing.
Indeed, if two equivalent configurations are compared, the cluster sites
will be sorted in the same order. This means that an site will be at the
same position in the sequence whatever its index is, this is a way to
identify sites regardless of their index, in a given orientation.

In figure 5.1, there are two equivalent clusters but with a possibly
different indexing. However, the sorted order of the indexes by in-
creasing x then y then z is in the first case [index0, index2, index1] and
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Figure 5.2: Example of an exit jump
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Figure 5.3: Jump reoriented

in the second case [indexϕ(0), indexϕ(2), indexϕ(1)]. This gives us the in-
formation that the equivalence between the indexes is

index0 ⇔ indexϕ(0),

index1 ⇔ indexϕ(1),

index2 ⇔ indexϕ(2).

(5.1)

Thanks to the reference indexing, it is possible to convert the indexing
from the stored factorisation to the one of the current cluster. It is then
possible to know which site will be the exit site. The exit jump corre-
sponds to a direction between the 8 possible 1NN. With a knowledge
of the rotation that transforms the stored cluster into the current one it
is possible to know the escape jump. In figure 5.3, with R(x) being the
transformation to make the original configuration into the real one, if
the original output jump is i then the real output jump is R(i). When
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storing the data, the rotations are used to create all the orientations of
a configuration. Adding the transformation used to the stored data al-
lows for the conversion between original and real jumps.
To conclude, with a sorted list of the indexes and the rotation between
the computed data and the cluster represented by the key, the data
stored with the key can be used to generate the escape jump.
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Graph building

The factorisation is a really efficient way of accelerating effective va-
cancy motion in the box when trapping is severe. In this case the nu-
merous local vacancy transitions need not being monitored and a sin-
gle non-local vacancy transition is performed. The computation for
lots of jumps is then avoided. However, when the vacancy meets a
clusterof substantial size with for example more than 60 Manganese
atoms, it may happen that after the vacancy has just escaped from
a cluster, a new cluster with a distinct shape is immediately formed.
This means that several cluster shapes are connected. This entails that
the overall trapping basin extends the basin for which the path fac-
torisation is performed. In this scenario, rebuilding and recognizing
the cluster each time can require significant computational resources.
To improve the algorithm with respect to this issue, a graph is built
on-the-fly to connect the different cluster shapes. In practice this is
feasible because the number of encountered cluster shapes is limited.
In this way, each time the vacancy performs a non-local transition and
enters in contact with another cluster shape of the graph, the arrival
configuration is already known which avoids spending any time in
the cluster recognition procedure. Figure 6.1 represents the possible
path used during the algorithm.

xxv
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Results

7.1 Diffusion

We apply the KMC and F-KMC algorithm to the computation of dif-
fusion coefficients. These quantities are crucial input parameters for
higher scale simulations such as CRESCENDO (Terrier et al. 2016). The
Onsager coefficients for two species A and B are:

LAB = lim
t→+∞

〈∆
−→
RA(t)∆

−→
RB(t)〉

6NsΩatkBTt
(7.1)

with Ns the total number of crystallographic sites of the system, Ωat

the atomic volume, and ∆
−→
RA(t) the displacement of species A during

time t. The analytical expression of the Onsager coefficient LAA is :

LAA = lim
t→+∞

〈∆
−→
RA(t)2〉

6NsΩatkBTt
(7.2)

and similarly for LBB.
The Onsager coefficients are computed by block-averaging over the
course of the simulation. This means that the simulation will be split
into blocks corresponding to a constant amount of steps and that LAB,
LBB andLAA will be computed for each of these blocks. LnAB represents
the value of LAB for block n. The average value at block n will then be:

〈LAB〉n =

∑n
k=1 L

n
AB

n
(7.3)
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Figure 7.1: Diffusion figure

In figure 7.1, we compare the results obtained from algorithm 1 and
algorithm 2 for a box of 4000 sites containing one Mn atom and one
Vacancy. The results obtained are in good agreement. This allows to
check that the F-KMC is statistically equivalent to KMC.

7.2 Graph

Figure 7.2 represents the graph built during a simulation that had as an
initial configuration a cluster of size 65, i.e. it contains 1 vacancy and
64 Mn atoms. Only 17 shapes were encountered during a simulation of
107 cycles. This shows that the same non-local transitions are activated
over and over, justifying the graph construction approach.
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For small cluster sizes (i.e. less than 10 Mn atoms), this approach is
not feasible as the number of encountered cluster shapes can easily go
over 106 over the course of a simulation.

7.3 Time analysis

We proceed to compare the time efficiency of the 4 algorithms. The
benchmark cases correspond to clusters of different sizes. The effi-
ciency is evaluated by tp

tc
, the ratio of the physical time reached by the

simulation to the duration of the simulation (wall time clock). The big-
ger the ratio is, the more efficient the algorithm is.
For small cluster sizes, F-KMC algorithm is a good improvement from

KMC algorithm, whereas FD-KMC algorithm behaves similarly as F-
KMC algorithm.
However for large cluster sizes, FD-KMC algorithm turns out to be
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10 times more efficient than F-KMC algorithm. KMC Algorithm can
easily be trapped in a cluster without being able to get out causing its
efficiency to drop. In the cases where it does not get trapped its effi-
ciency is acceptable. FDG-KMC algorithm works well with big clus-
ter sizes in which cases it can be 10 to 20 times faster than FD-KMC
algorithm. The graph built with FDG-KMC algorithm accelerates sim-
ulations by one order of magnitude when trapping occurs between a
limited number of cluster shapes.

7.4 Discussion of the results

The F-KMC algorithm proves to be efficient. The factorisation allows
the simulation to reach considerably larger physical time for a given
amount of computational resources. This trend corroborates what was
previously observed in simulations of copper clusters (Athènes and
Bulatov 2014). By implementing a cluster shape dictionary, the algo-
rithmic efficiency is further enhanced, by an additional order of mag-
nitude for large clusters. This acceleration results from the fact that the
recognition procedure is faster than the factorisation procedure. An
additional gain of an additional order of magnitude in efficiency can
be obtained by constructing a graph on-the-fly. This graph construc-
tion avoids performing the recognition procedure whenever a transi-
tion corresponds to an already explored edge. It works really well for
large clusters for which the set of explored shapes was observed to
grow very slowly over the course of the simulation.
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Conclusion

The goal of this work was to alleviate the trapping issue that occurs
with the Kinetic Monte Carlo method applied to the simulation of
atomic transport in a Fe-Mn alloy. In this system, some clusters com-
posed of vacancies and Mn atoms are formed and migrate slowly with-
out dissociating. In this situation, the transition matrix exhibits a large
spectrum of frequency. As a result, the simulated trajectories consists
many and inefficient high frequency transitions. The low frequency
transitions are hardly ever observed. This situation corresponds to the
notorious kinetic trapping problem.
To solve this issue, we considered three ways of improving the original
KMC algorithm.

First, an already proposed path factorisation approach was imple-
mented into the KMC code. It makes the simulation skip the inefficient
flickering events inside a basin by directly generating the escape tran-
sitions. We tested the correctness of our implementation by calculating
diffusion coefficients to compare them to those obtained by the classic
KMC approach. Their good agreement shows that our method was
well implemented.

Second, a dictionary is constructed to avoid making the same fac-
torisation many times. The factorised escape probabilities are stored
inside the dictionary and retrieved when the same state is encountered
again. After running some simulations for clusters of size 60, we no-
ticed that these simulations were exploring a limited number of cluster
shapes. This lead us to consider the construction the last approach be-
low.

Third, a graph connecting the cluster shapes is constructed on-the-

xxxii
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fly to facilitate the retrieval of the information stored in the dictionary.
The usefulness of building a graph was tested by simulating a cluster
of size 65. In this situation, the simulation essentially explored 17 con-
nected cluster shapes, making the approach particularly efficient.
Finally, we ran all simulations for a few cluster sizes to compare the
relative efficiencies of the four considered algorithms. The expected
speed-up resulting from the factorisation was confirmed. in addition,
we observed that the dictionary and graph both accelerates the sim-
ulation by one order of magnitude for a iron alloy containing 60 Mn
atom cluster at 600 K.
This method is versatile as it could prove useful in other contexts. It
is indeed possible to change the minor alloying elements trapping the
vacancies. Moreover, by adapting the key, it would be possible to run
the algorithm on more complex alloys with additional minor alloying
elements and with interstitial atoms. It would also be possible to adapt
the method to trapping basins associated to different types of extended
defects.



Appendix A

Appendix

Proof for sets Sk. In set Sk, if there are both an internal site of the cluster
and a Fe then there exists a path X1, ..., Xn0 ∈ Sk between them and
none of these Xi belong to the external layer. It then becomes clear
that Xn0 is both an internal site of the cluster and a neighbour of a Fe
which is contradictory.
Hence, the sets Sk contain either internal sites exclusively or none of
them.

xxxiv
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Algorithm 1: Comparison that defines the alphanumerical order
for three-dimensional vectors
1 Alphanumerical comparator (u, v);

Input : Two three-dimensional vectors u and v
Output: A positive integer if u > v, a negative integer if u < v

and 0 if u = v
2 if ux > vx then
3 return 1;
4 else if ux < vx then
5 return −1;
6 else
7 if uy > vy then
8 return 1;
9 else if uy < vy then

10 return −1;
11 else
12 if uz > vz then
13 return 1;
14 else if uz < vz then
15 return −1;
16 else
17 return 0;
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